
 

GENERATIVE STORIES

Informally imagine your data is a list of

humidity temperature is raining
Xo X y

triples Ya want to build a probabilist model Here's
a story that generates data like that

For each training point

1 choose whether it's raining Y
N Disc

2 Choose the humidity given whether or not it
was raining

Xi N Nor Nyi o Flyi o

3 same thing for temperature



Now ya have for your training set aliHe

di.pD IT p Xio Xii Yi

it plyit plxio.xi.ly herd prob

I ply pfx.io yi plxi yi from storyi

so we can attempt to find 0 µ y that maximize
likelihood of model This is just like training an ML
classifier

CONDITIONAL MODELS

For predicting whether it is raining we don't need to
know 0 So maybe we can try to learn pcylxo.ir
directly ply ram too s 7 ply dry It

But let's start with a simpler setup Instead of predicting
is raining let's predict inchesof rain perbeer Let's
assume that a model for this is



e n Nor O R2
Y Xoi Wo t ki W t b t e

e temperatureF
humidity

rainfall

This is the same as
WI lWo w b

Tsi Hoi Ki
fYi Nor

pcxxlu.tk expfKejYI

so plD it expflyizfu.it

Take logs andyou get

log plD Gi tu I'D

To maximizethelikelihood of linear model under Gaussian noise
we must minimize the squared loss



LOGISTIC REGRESSION

What if we want to classify instead of regress

Idea regress on some value then transform value so
range is E I B

The classic transformation is the logistic function

2
TCH I e

Ite Z Ite Z

Returning to our is raining predation task

ti p hw x a thesmallerthis is

Zi Bermolli ti e the morelikelythis will comeat o

y Lz I and this 1

So now we write the likelihood

log p D Ey Blog T Kw Fil
e y D log r l tw I'il

TCH I log Tly hw I il
Ite



log I texpf yi.tw Ii

So maximizing the likelihood of this model is minimizing
the logistic loss



REGULARIZATION IS JUST A PRIOR

Where does regularization fit in

Remember it A D i find the posterior choose parameters

that maximize it

Plot D pCD.IO plot
pTD

For the purposes of MA P p D is a constant so
if we want to optimize plotD we can ignore pCDS

Nor we proceed as follars

arginax plotD argmax log plotD
0

argmax log pIDIOT plot
PLDT

argmax log p DIG plotD

argmax logplDIA logplot
0

Any prior looks like additive changeto log likelihood



If probability distribution has simple log likelihood

Consider a normal distribution centered at 0

PM
g

exp

log pass tg I Xo't x tire
20 THEIR

Eonstants I don'tdependon y 2
If we assume a prior where every parameter is drawnfrom a

gaussian we recover le regularization

This is nice because we now have different
ways to look

at the same problem

Empirical loss minimization I M L E
Structural loss minimization 2 M A P

1 A
1 1

loss function view probabilistic view

of the world ofthe world


